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Why Does Trust Matter?
Trust is the foundation for high performing teams. For a team to work together at its best, it needs 
to foster strong, collaborative relationships among team members and a shared understanding that 
they depend on each other in working towards a common goal. The underlying condition for the 
team to perform at this strong level is trust.

Research into Building Trust
Research suggests that building higher levels of trust is the most cost effective way to boost team 
performance within an organisation. It indicates that those organisations which focus on fostering 
trust within their teams, have stronger employee engagement, deal with conflicts more 
constructively, prioritise innovation and are better at profit growth and achieving results.*

Unlocking the Power of Trust
However, there are remarkably few tools that can help you and your team unlock this power of 
trust. Maybe this is because trust is multi faceted and not easily defined; after all there are many 
different factors which lead to a decision to trust others. From the 10 years of research on trust, 
WorldWork has identified 9 main trust indicators and has broken these down further into 45 items 
which contribute to building trust. So each team is different and has its own unique DNA of trust 
requirements, depending on individuals within the team, their cultural background and experiences 
and the specific context in which they are operating.

Team Trust Indicator (TTI)
WorldWork's tool on trust, the Team Trust Indicator, identifies the most important collective trust 
'wants', unique to the team, and matches them to what the team members, as a whole, perceive 
they 'get' from each other. TTI then identifies the all important trust GAPs that need to be met if the 
team is to perform at a high level.

This trust indicator will allow each team to measure and manage precisely what its trust needs are 
in order to reach team effectiveness. It also provides a step by step coaching process for working 
through the key gaps which are holding back the team members from trusting each other more and 
together achieving a higher level of performance. It is the quickest and most insightful way of 
getting the team to focus on the unique set of factors which can make the difference.
* Interaction Associates. Inc - Building Workplace Trust 2014/15
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Trust Criteria Definitions

Introduction 3

Competent
Trust based on a perception that team members can be relied upon to
produce work of a high standard because they have the necessary
knowledge, experience and technical ability.

Aligned
Trust based on a clear understanding of each other's roles while
working towards shared team objectives and a common vision of the
future.

Supportive
Trust based on the belief that team members are fair to each other and
supportive of each other's priorities. They value the contributions that
they each make and depend on each other to achieve common
objectives.

Honest
Trust based on an openness and transparency between team members
and a belief that individuals within the team will deliver on commitments
they make.

Committed
Trust based on a belief that team members dedicate the necessary time
and energy to the team's activities and show discipline and consistency
in achieving common objectives.
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Introduction 4

Safe
Trust based on the belief that team members can speak openly, without
fear of blame when genuine mistakes occur and where members do not
feel they have to defend themselves against 'aggression' and
'manipulation' from others in the team.

Inclusive
Trust based on feeling part of the whole team, on being consulted and
listened to in the decision making processes and on being able to share
in the successes with the rest of the team.

Open with Information
Trust based on the observation that information is shared within the
team in a clear and transparent way and that team members are being
generous and responsive with knowledge and ideas.

Level of Empowerment
Trust based on being part of a work group where the team leader
balances the needs of team members for clear direction and personal
autonomy.
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Average Trust Criteria 'Want' and 'Get' Scores for our
Team

The bar chart below is listed in order of average "Want" and scores from highest to lowest

Introduction 5
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Average Want 5.46 5.14 5.03 5.03 5.00 4.91 4.86 4.86 4.71

Average Get 5.23 4.63 4.51 4.54 4.46 4.37 4.71 4.69 4.49
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Average Trust Criteria 'Gap' Scores for our Team
The table below shows the difference between the average 'Want' and average 'Get' scores for
each of the nine criteria; this difference is the 'Gap' score.
- where the 'Gap' is positive the team members are indicating that they need more of the
behaviours that make up the particular trust criterion.
- where the 'Gap' is negative the team members are indicating that they need less of these
behaviours.  A negative score could indicate that the team members feel the excessive use of
these behaviours is inefficient or counter-productive.

Section 1 - Our Team's Trust Criteria Scores 6
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How Our Team Differs from Other Teams
The two tables below compare our team's scores with the scores of all other teams that have used 
the Team Trust Indicator. The length of the coloured bars show the extent to which our team 
differs from the other teams that have completed the Team Trust Indicator. The 0.0 baseline line 
represents the scores all other teams.
If a bar projects above that line, then our team "Wants" or "Gets" more of that criteria than other 
teams. Similarly if the bar projects below the baseline then our team "Wants" or "Gets" less.

Section 1 - Our Team's Trust Criteria Scores 7
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Want Scores - How our team differs from other teams
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Summary of Results for our Team
The team as a whole has indicated the questions below that are particularly relevant for them. 
The first table shows the questions where the responses indicate that these behaviours are
important for the team but they are being met to a large extent. 

The second table shows another set of questions where both the 'Want' scores and the 'Gap'
scores are relatively high, indicating that these needs are important but not being met so well.
These five items in the second table highlight the areas in which the team may need to focus on in
order to explore and understand how it functions in these different contexts. 

The columns on the right of both tables indicate the level of agreement within the team about the
scores; these are categorised as Strong, Moderate or Weak and represent the spread of the team's
scores. 

Section 1 - Our Team's Trust Criteria Scores 8

Team Expectations Being Met

Criteria Question Text
Level of Agreement

within the Team
(Want)

Level of Agreement
within the Team (Get)

Safe 42. do not behave aggressively Moderate Strong

Competent 19. are well qualified within their respective
fields Weak Strong

Safe 15. do not manipulate other people Strong Strong

Level of
Empowerment

18. feel comfortable with the level of freedom
within the team Weak Weak

Competent 10. demonstrate the skills needed to meet the
specific demands of their roles Moderate Strong

Team Expectations Not Being Met

Criteria Question Text
Level of Agreement

within the Team
(Want)

Level of Agreement
within the Team (Get)

Competent 1. have the capability to meet their targets and
quality standards Strong Weak

Level of
Empowerment

36. feel able to raise points of disagreement
with people in positions of authority Strong Weak

Open with Information 8. share information in a transparent and
unambiguous way Moderate Moderate

Level of
Empowerment

9. have the opportunity to contribute to
important team decisions Moderate Weak

Committed 23. avoid pursuing their own personal agendas Moderate Weak
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1.
2.

First Focus for Team Development

Item 1 from questionnaire:

Our team/workgroup members "have the capability to meet their targets and
quality standards"

This is one of 5 items within the Competent group (see definitions on pages 4 and 5).

By giving a high 'want' score and a low 'get' score the team has indicated that there is a 'gap' in this
item; as a team we are not experiencing this to the level that we want. A gap in this item may have
significant impact on trust within the team and is therefore a potential development area for us.

Clarifying the results
Ask:

Where and when have you experienced this as an issue within the team?
What do you think could be causing this "gap"?

With your answers to these two questions in mind:

Explore:
Why is this issue important and what will be the consequences for the team if we don't resolve it
together?

Consider:
To what extent are the dynamics of the team affected by the discrepancy in meeting
targets?
Are some team members having to 'produce' more in order to compensate for the
performance of others? 
Does this lead to frustration between individual members?
How clearly have quality standards been defined within the team?
Is there sufficient knowledge and skills training for team members in order to support the
standard required?
Does enough on the job training and training by example take place to promote this
standard to all?
What other consequences can you identify?

Section 1 - Our Team's Trust Criteria Scores 9
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1.
2.
3.

Moving forward

Reflect:
Where team members "have the capability to meet their targets and quality standards" they are
more likely to adopt attitudes and behaviours that will promote team productivity, such as:

Work collaboratively with other team members
Feel responsible for delivering at a comparable level
Have a healthy level of respect for their team colleagues
Feel confident that they can rely on other people's work
Feel pride in the professionalism and achievements of the team

Imagine if:
All team members have the capability to meet their targets and quality standards...

What would happen? What would this team look like? What would be different?

Decide:
To bridge this "gap"

What will each individual in the team do?
What do we need to do collectively?
What processes, structures or organisational changes do we need to make?

Section 2 - Improving Our Team's Productivity 10
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1.
2.

Second Focus for Team Development

Item 36 from questionnaire:

Our team/workgroup members "feel able to raise points of disagreement with
people in positions of authority"

This is one of 5 items within the Level of Empowerment group (see definitions on pages 4 and 5).

By giving a high 'want' score and a low 'get' score the team has indicated that there is a 'gap' in this
item; as a team we are not experiencing this to the level that we want. A gap in this item may have
significant impact on trust within the team and is therefore a potential development area for us.

Clarifying the results
Ask:

Where and when have you experienced this as an issue within the team?
What do you think could be causing this "gap"?

With your answers to these two questions in mind:

Explore:
Why is this issue important and what will be the consequences for the team if we don't resolve it
together?

Consider:
To what extent do team members feel they can be open and honest with people in
authority?
How approachable is the team leader with other team members?
Does the leader's style encourage open discussion within the team?
Is there a fear of negative consequences if people openly say what they think?
Are team members reluctant to raise points of disagreement with the leader and does this
create a barrier between them?
To what extent is the team leader isolated from the thoughts and feelings of team
members?
What role do cultural differences have on appropriate behaviour between the team leader
and members?
What other consequences can you identify?

Section 2 - Improving Our Team's Productivity 11
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1.
2.
3.

Moving forward

Reflect:
Where team members "feel able to raise points of disagreement with people in positions of
authority" they are more likely to adopt attitudes and behaviours that will promote team productivity,
such as:

Produce more innovative and creative thinking
Express views in an open and honest manner
Errors and mistakes are identified and avoided
Rebut ideas that are not practical or workable
Put forward suggestions to improve plans and proposals

Imagine if:
All team members feel able to raise points of disagreement with people in positions of authority...

What would happen? What would this team look like? What would be different?

Decide:
To bridge this "gap"

What will each individual in the team do?
What do we need to do collectively?
What processes, structures or organisational changes do we need to make?

Section 2 - Improving Our Team's Productivity 12
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1.
2.

Third Focus for Team Development

Item 8 from questionnaire:

Our team/workgroup members "share information in a transparent and
unambiguous way"

This is one of 5 items within the Open with Information group (see definitions on pages 4 and 5).

By giving a high 'want' score and a low 'get' score the team has indicated that there is a 'gap' in this
item; as a team we are not experiencing this to the level that we want. A gap in this item may have
significant impact on trust within the team and is therefore a potential development area for us.

Clarifying the results
Ask:

Where and when have you experienced this as an issue within the team?
What do you think could be causing this "gap"?

With your answers to these two questions in mind:

Explore:
Why is this issue important and what will be the consequences for the team if we don't resolve it
together?

Consider:
Does the team have the right balance between formal and informal ways of sharing
information?
Do certain team members keep information to themselves because they feel it gives them
control?
On a scale of 1-10, how effortless is communication among team members?
If there are any barriers to open communication within the team what are they and what are
the consequences?
How open and accessible to each other are the team members?
What more could the team leader do to create a culture that allows members to be sincere
and direct?
How easy is it to bring 'bad news' into the team?
What other consequences can you identify?

Section 2 - Improving Our Team's Productivity 13
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1.
2.
3.

Moving forward

Reflect:
Where team members "share information in a transparent and unambiguous way" they are more
likely to adopt attitudes and behaviours that will promote team productivity, such as:

Progression towards goals is faster
There are no hidden agendas
People trust each other with no reservations
There is a continuous learning environment
No grey areas and fewer errors

Imagine if:
All team members share information in a transparent and unambiguous way...

What would happen? What would this team look like? What would be different?

Decide:
To bridge this "gap"

What will each individual in the team do?
What do we need to do collectively?
What processes, structures or organisational changes do we need to make?

Section 2 - Improving Our Team's Productivity 14
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1.
2.

Fourth Focus for Team Development

Item 9 from questionnaire:

Our team/workgroup members "have the opportunity to contribute to
important team decisions"

This is one of 5 items within the Level of Empowerment group (see definitions on pages 4 and 5).

By giving a high 'want' score and a low 'get' score the team has indicated that there is a 'gap' in this
item; as a team we are not experiencing this to the level that we want. A gap in this item may have
significant impact on trust within the team and is therefore a potential development area for us.

Clarifying the results
Ask:

Where and when have you experienced this as an issue within the team?
What do you think could be causing this "gap"?

With your answers to these two questions in mind:

Explore:
Why is this issue important and what will be the consequences for the team if we don't resolve it
together?

Consider:
Have you noticed any frustration because members believe they were not consulted on
important decisions affecting the team?
How does involvement in decision-making impact on commitment within this team?
Does the quality of the decision making suffer due to lack of input from team members who
have relevant knowledge?
Do some team members passively resist decisions that they have not contributed to?
Do some team members feel under-valued because their views are not taken into account?
To what extent do all team members have an equal opportunity to influence key team
decisions?
What other consequences can you identify?

Section 2 - Improving Our Team's Productivity 15
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1.
2.
3.

Moving forward

Reflect:
Where team members "have the opportunity to contribute to important team decisions" they are
more likely to adopt attitudes and behaviours that will promote team productivity, such as:

Feel ownership of these decisions
Contribute innovative ideas
Become fully involved in the issues
Build on different ideas in order to reach better decisions
Feel motivated to implement the decisions

Imagine if:
All team members have the opportunity to contribute to important team decisions...

What would happen? What would this team look like? What would be different?

Decide:
To bridge this "gap"

What will each individual in the team do?
What do we need to do collectively?
What processes, structures or organisational changes do we need to make?

Section 2 - Improving Our Team's Productivity 16
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1.
2.

Fifth Focus for Team Development

Item 23 from questionnaire:

Our team/workgroup members "avoid pursuing their own personal agendas"

This is one of 5 items within the Committed group (see definitions on pages 4 and 5).

By giving a high 'want' score and a low 'get' score the team has indicated that there is a 'gap' in this
item; as a team we are not experiencing this to the level that we want. A gap in this item may have
significant impact on trust within the team and is therefore a potential development area for us.

Clarifying the results
Ask:

Where and when have you experienced this as an issue within the team?
What do you think could be causing this "gap"?

With your answers to these two questions in mind:

Explore:
Why is this issue important and what will be the consequences for the team if we don't resolve it
together?

Consider:
To what extent do the team goals overlap with individual members' personal objectives?
How much does the team operate as a team rather than working in small sub groups within
the team?
How successful have we been in clarifying who is accountable for what?
Does the team culture encourage members to cooperate and share knowledge and
information?
To what degree is the team leader a unifying force within the team?
Do certain team members prefer to work independently, not always sharing their ideas and
opinions?
How aware is the team leader of the aims and ambitions of individuals within the team?
What other consequences can you identify?

Section 2 - Improving Our Team's Productivity 17
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1.
2.
3.

Moving forward

Reflect:
Where team members "avoid pursuing their own personal agendas" they are more likely to adopt
attitudes and behaviours that will promote team productivity, such as:

Strong collaboration and partnering
Transparent relationships among team members
Communication that is honest and easy
Loyalty to the team and its goals
Willingness to share knowledge and skills

Imagine if:
All team members avoid pursuing their own personal agendas...

What would happen? What would this team look like? What would be different?

Decide:
To bridge this "gap"

What will each individual in the team do?
What do we need to do collectively?
What processes, structures or organisational changes do we need to make?

Section 2 - Improving Our Team's Productivity 18
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Action Planning

Section 2 - Improving Our Team's Productivity 19

What must we now do together to meet our team's need for trust?

*

*

*

What will I do personally to contribute to the trust needs of the team?

*

*

*
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My Personal 'Want' Scores

The graph below enables you to compare your own 'Want' criteria scores with the average criteria
'Want' scores for the rest of the team. Your scores are based on the answers that you gave when
completing the questionnaire.

The baseline at zero represents the average 'Want' scores for the rest of the team and the height of
the bar represents the percentage difference between your own 'Want' score and the 'Want' score
of the team as a whole.

Bars going above the baseline indicate that you have a higher level of need for the behaviours
within that criterion than the rest of the team, if you are to trust your team colleagues, and bars
going below the line indicate that you have a lower level of need. The percentage scale on the left
enables you to see the extent of these differences.

 

Consider:
Sharing with the rest of the team any personal criteria which are substantially above the line for
you, so that they can respond to your own particular needs.

Section 2 - Improving Our Team's Productivity 20
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Where I differ from the Team as a whole

The table below shows the individual questions from the questionnaire for which my "Want" scores
are significantly higher than the average for the team as a whole; so I place more importance on
these behaviours than they do. The scale at the top of the graph shows in percentage terms the
extent to which my scores exceed the average for the team as a whole.

Trust behaviours that are more important for me than for the rest of
the Team

Percentage Difference

Consider:
I should consider sharing with the rest of the team the individual trust behaviours shown above that
are more important for me than for the rest of the team as a whole. If other team members
understand and respect these differences it should make it easier for me to trust them.

Section 3 - My Personal Scores 21

0 5 1 0 1 5 2 0 2 5

39. depend on each other to achieve common objectives

31. are honest about what they can and cannot do

30. empathise with the priorit ies and concerns of other
team members

33. do not cause other team members to lose face

40. admit to their mistakes
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Team Respondents

Section 4 - Our Team 22

Name Job Title

Fred Head Of Market Research

Caroline Head Of External Relations

David Head Of Digital Marketing

Steve Commercial Director

Hannah Head Of Pr

Mila Chief Marketing Officer

Feng Director Of Marketing
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Responses to the Open Text Questions
The table below sets out the answers given to two open questions contained in the Team Trust 
questionnaire. The answers given are in random order, and are exactly as typed into the 
questionnaire and therefore may contain errors.

Appendix 23

What 3 major factors have the potential to
reduce trust in our team?

What 3 things could be done to further develop
trust in our team?

poor communication
treating people differently
not delivering on a promise

Sharing information top down
owning up to mistakes
A clear set of team standards

oversight of forward planning
communication of project status
operating in silos/autonomously

greater sharing of work and project road maps
breaking knowledge/expertise out into
available/accessible documents
spending more time together socially

If someone is two-faced about a person, opinion or issue
If work is not completed and others are then held up
If decisions are taken without all relevant voices being
heard

Encouragement to speak about issues with what is and
isn't possible (workload)
An agreement that we de-prioritise work that is not adding
enough value
A team-building activity that is not about alcohol!

- Accidental creation of silos within team
- Shifting/unclear priorities and objectives
- Lack of understanding of roles within team

- Better collaboration and planning across marketing
- Closer usage of project/team management software
(asana)
- Encouraging team members to lead their own projects

- Lack of visibility of project/campaign roadmaps which
chop and change
- Speed of action/execution when delivering on someone
else's objective vs own
- Not feeling empowered to change something that needs
changing or being vocal enough that something doesn't sit
right

- Feeling confident to take ownership for improving our
team environment and work outputs - we all have the
power to effect change
- More socialising - understanding each other outside of
work and our unique personalities
- Thinking about each other and what we should share to
make each others roles more effective

Not being open about when things go wrong
Not being honest about their ability to achieve an
objective/not asking for help
Not sharing doubts they have about a course of action

Delivering to timelines or updating on when things will be
late
More transparent planning and sharing

People being too busy/out of the office to connect
Lack of clarity about decision making
Lack of visibility of members work leading to an inability to
plan your own/ tell those outside the team what other
team members are doing

Even clearer shared objectives, targets and work plans
More work on clarity of roles, decision making processes
More communication
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